SACRAMENTO: CALIFORNIA

LARGEST DATA CENTER IN CALIFORNIA WITH LOWEST COST POWER

Located in seismically stable Sacramento and driving distance from the Bay Area and Silicon Valley, RagingWire’s CA1/CA2/CA3 data center campus is the largest in California. It features the most advanced data center architecture in the industry, backed up with a 100% uptime SLA and a 24x7 staff of highly trained professionals that will take care of your mission critical IT systems so you can focus on what's important: your business.

- 100% uptime SLA for critical facility infrastructure
- 2N+2® redundancy with an intelligent, self-healing infrastructure management system
- Carrier neutral with multiple, diverse connectivity options
- SSAE 16, PCI DSS, LEED Gold, EPA ENERGY STAR certified
Why RagingWire?

The Smart Choice in Data Centers™
RagingWire’s highly customizable colocation solutions are designed to meet the fast-paced demands of your business’ mission critical IT systems. Our next generation, patented critical infrastructure and immense network connectivity options allow flexible and fast deployment of your secure cabinet, private caged environment or .

100% Availability with 2N+2® Redundancy
RagingWire’s 100% uptime SLA is unique in the data center industry. Our patented infrastructure systems go beyond industry-standard N+1 redundancy to an impenetrable 2N+2 redundancy, with the ability to support ultra high densities up to 22 kW per rack.

Location
RagingWire Data Centers operates nearly one million square feet of data center space on both coasts of the United States. Our west coast data center campus is located in Sacramento, California, a short drive from Silicon Valley and the Bay Area, yet in a much more seismically stable area.

Carrier Neutral
RagingWire Data Centers exclusively operates carrier neutral data centers, because we believe that when it comes to choosing your telecommunications provider, choice is everything. And we give you lots of freedom to choose – both our Sacramento and Ashburn data center campuses have a multitude of local, regional, and national fiber providers built in to our facilities.

FACILITIES
- Sacramento, California (CA1): 250,000 sq. ft.
- Sacramento, California (CA2): 250,000 sq. ft.
- Sacramento, California (CA3): 180,000 sq. ft.
- Located on much more stable North American tectonic plate than Silicon Valley

POWER
- Critical IT load: CA1—12.6 MW, CA2—26.1 MW, CA3—14 MW
- Scalable up to 22 kW per rack
- Dedicated redundant 69kV substation
- Concurrently maintainable and fault tolerant
- Highly intelligent and self-healing infrastructure management system integrated into Operations Control Center monitoring system

COOLING
- Scalable beyond 260 watts per square foot
- 100% availability
- Centralized industrial chiller plant with automatic controls to maximize operating efficiency and PUE
- Computer room air handlers at N+2 redundancy

SECURITY
- Fenced campus with no public access
- Multifactor identification and multi-level security zones
- Digital pan-tilt-zoom cameras that monitor all data center secure areas, parking lots, entrances and roof monitored at all times by 24x7x365 security staff

About RagingWire Data Centers
RagingWire Data Centers designs, builds, and operates mission critical data centers that deliver 100% availability, high-density power, and a best-in-class customer experience. The company has nearly 1,000,000 square feet of data center space in the United States delivering 80 megawatts of power, and an additional 3,000,000 square feet currently under development.

As an NTT Communications group company, RagingWire is one of the most financially strong companies in the data center industry and among the largest wholesale colocation providers in the world. RagingWire along with NTT Communications and its affiliates operate a global network of 140 data centers as part of the Nexcenter™ brand.

With customizable colocation environments and flexible designs for wholesale and retail buyers, a carrier neutral philosophy, extensive compliance, and the highest customer loyalty in the industry as measured by the Net Promoter Score®, RagingWire meets the needs of top internet, enterprise, and government organizations. The company’s patented power delivery systems and EPA ENERGY STAR rated facilities position RagingWire as an industry leader in reliability and efficiency.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP.
To learn more about RagingWire data center solutions, contact us.

Phone: 866-599-0998
Email: info@ragingwire.com
www.ragingwire.com